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The depletion interactions of ellipsoidal colloidal particles in a solution of long polymer chains are
analyzed. Of primary concern are the limiting cases in which the ellipsoid reduces to a cylinder of
infinite length and finite radius and a “needle” of finite length and vanishing radius. Relations are
obtained between the polymer effects induced by a needle that is much shorter than the polymer size
and by a cylinder with radius much smaller than the polymer size. These imply exact quantitative
results for the orientation-dependent depletion interaction between a short needle and a wall.
Qualitative differences between the needle and thin disk are discussed. © 2006 American Institute
of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2393229
I. INTRODUCTION
Colloidal particles immersed in a solution of nonadsorb-
ing polymer chains experience an effective interaction.1,2 It is
induced by polymer depletion near the particle surfaces and
depends on the density and molecular weight of the chains,
the sizes and shapes of the particles, and their mutual dis-
tances and orientations.3 For mesoscopic particles and long
flexible chains it is universal, i.e., independent of the chain
microstructure. Pure polymer systems also have universal
properties.4 For example, both the Flory exponent  describ-
ing the dependence on molecular weight M of the mean
square end-to-end distance R2dRx2M2 and the scaling
dimension of the monomer density,
m = d −
1

, 1.1
in the density-density correlation function are universal.
Here d is the spatial dimension. For self-avoiding chains in
d=3, =0.588 and m=1.30. For ideal chains without self-
avoidance, m=d−2. The interaction between chain mono-
mers and the particle surface also has universal features and
can be modeled by a hard repulsion, in general.
Consider colloidal particles with the shapes of ellipsoids
with an axis of rotation symmetry and with large and small
diameters l and s, respectively. The large diameter coincides
with the rotation axis for prolate ellipsoids and is perpen-
dicular to it for oblate ellipsoids. There are important special
cases: the sphere if s / l=1, the needle or thin circular plate
“disk” if s / l1 with l finite for a prolate or oblate ellip-
soid, and the infinitely extended cylinder and plate if s / l
→0 with s finite.
To what extent is the interaction of polymers with a
needle related to the interaction with an infinitely long cyl-
inder? For a long needle with lRx, the relation is obvious
since a polymer chain senses the needle as a cylinder with
the local radius. This applies not only to a long thick needle
with Rxs l but even to a long thin needle with sRx
 l, which is related to a thin cylinder with radius R much
smaller than Rx.
As discussed below, the perturbation of self-avoiding
polymers due to a thin cylinder in d=3 dimensions is
proportional5,6 to Rm−1=R0.30, which vanishes as R tends to
zero. This is very different from a thin infinite plate where
the perturbation remains finite if the width of the plate tends
to zero.7
Our main interest is in small mesoscopic needles with
s lRx. While less obvious in this “nanoparticle” case, we
show that the leading isotropic and orientation-dependent
polymer effects induced by a small needle can also be de-
rived from the effects induced by a thin cylinder. This applies
even when distant perturbations act upon the polymer-
particle system. As an example, we predict the orientation-
dependent polymer-induced interaction between the needle
and a wall from polymer properties near a thin cylinder with-
out a wall and in the half space without a particle. We also
point out the differences between ideal8 and self-avoiding
polymers as depletants.
In order to compare the needle with a disk or with more
compact anisotropic particle shapes, we also consider nano-
particle ellipsoids with arbitrary aspect ratios s / l. The in-
duced polymer effects can be expanded in powers of the
particle size3,9,10 with amplitudes that depend on the aspect
ratio and become singular in the needle limit. For example,
the leading perturbation due to a small particle is isotropic
and proportional to the particle size raised to the power m,
since it arises from coupling to the monomer density.3,9 In
the needle limit and for self-avoiding chains, its amplitude
acquires the power law dependence s / lm−1, consistent with
the plausible result that the leading, isotropic perturbation
strength of the needle is proportional to lsm−1. Similar but
less obvious power laws and their universal amplitudes will
be derived for the orientation-dependent polymer effects of
the needle.
These exact results are obtained in Sec. II by comparing
the polymer Boltzmann weights arising from a small needle
and a thin cylinder which can be expanded in terms of point
operators3 and line integrals of operators,5,11 respectively.aElectronic mail: e.eisenriegler@fz-juelich.de
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While self-avoiding chains in d=3 are of primary interest, it
is instructive to check the two expansions and the relations
between them for ideal polymers in d3, where m−1 is also
positive. This is done in Sec. III where we discuss the inter-
actions of cylinders and prolate ellipsoids of arbitrary aspect
ratio with ideal polymers in d3. The results are needed in
order to extend the analysis to self-avoiding polymers by
means of an =4−d expansion.
II. SMALL ELLIPSOIDS AND THIN CYLINDERS
There is a “polymer-magnet” correspondence4 between a
nonadsorbing polymer interacting with a colloidal particle
and an n-vector field theory outside a particle with an “ordi-
nary” surface.12 The Boltzmann factor of a small ellipsoidal
particle at rP in the field theory can be expanded as10
exp− Hell  1 − I	rP − NT rP − N2	rP
− ¯ , 2.1
while for a particle with the form of a thin, infinitely long
cylinder5,11
exp− Hcyl  1 − J
−



dr1	r1,0
− K
−



dr1
−



dr2	r1,0	r2,0
− ¯ . 2.2
Here10 the leading isotropic operator 	 equals −A /B1/2,
where  is the energy density of the field theory with scaling
dimension x, and B and A are the amplitudes of the bulk
two-point function r0	bulk=Br−2x and the half space
“hs” profile rp ,z	hs /B
1/2
=Az−x at the critical point. In
the half space, rp and z denote the components of r parallel
and perpendicular to the planar boundary. The subscript 
denotes the direction parallel to the ellipsoid or cylinder
axes. The anisotropic operators in 2.1 are the diagonal
component parallel to the axis T  of the stress tensor of the
field theory and the second derivative 2	 of 	 parallel to the
axis.13 The scaling dimension of T  equals the spatial di-
mension d. In the cylinder expansion 2.2, the components
r and r of r are parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder
axis, 	r ,0 means 	r ,r=0, and the double integral is
understood to be dimensionally regularized at r1=r2 when
inserted in correlation functions.
In the asymptotic scaling region,14 I→ lxIˆ, N→ ldNˆ , and
N→ lx+2Nˆ , where Iˆ, Nˆ , and Nˆ  are universal functions of
s / l, and J→Rx−1J and K→R2x−1K, with universal15 num-
bers J and K, since the Boltzmann weight has vanishing
scaling dimension. In the polymer4 limit n→0,
x → m , 2.3
where m is the scaling dimension of the monomer density
mentioned in the Introduction, and 	 corresponds to the
monomer-density operator. Compare Eqs. 2.8–2.10 in
Ref. 10.
As explained in more detail in Refs. 3, 5, and 10, opera-
tor expansions in the field theory such as 2.1 and 2.2
allow one to calculate polymer properties in the presence of
small ellipsoids and thin cylinders. They are determined by
means of Laplace transforms of correlation functions of the
n→0 field theory, with the molecular weight of the polymer
chain and the deviation t from the critical temperature of the
field theory as Laplace conjugates.4 The expansions are
analogous to the well known operator product expansions in
field theory, and their amplitudes do not depend on the pres-
ence of distant perturbations. Moreover the leading ampli-
tudes I, N, and N or J and K are independent of t. Thus
they can be determined by investigating the field theory right
at the critical point with a single embedded ellipsoid or
cylinder and then used to study the effective interaction be-
tween several particles or a particle and a wall induced by
long polymers and the dependence on their molecular
weight.
In case of the needle the small particle amplitudes I, N,
and N are related to the cylinder amplitudes J and K. On
generalizing the cylinder expansion 2.2 to the case where
the cylinder diameter is slowly varying along the axis, i.e., to
2R→s with =r / l /2, the dominant terms are again
given by 2.2 with J and K put inside the integrals and
replaced by the local expressions16
J = JRx−1 → Js/21x−1 2.4
and
K = KR2x−1 → Ks/22x−112x−1. 2.5
The r integrations are now confined to the interval −l /2
r l /2, and
 = 1 − 21/2 2.6
for an ellipsoidal needle with center at rP= 0,0. In the
small particle case, one considers distances from the needle
center much larger than l and expands the operator
	
 l21,0 = 	0,0 + 12
 l2
2
1
2
2	0,0 +¯ 2.7
and the operator product
	
 l21,0	
 l22,0→ C		TBT 
 l2 1 − 2
d−2x
T 0,0
+¯ 2.8
inside the single and double integral. In 2.7 a first deriva-
tive has been omitted, since it does not contribute to the
integral dr for a symmetric . To obtain 2.8, we have
used the operator product expansion, where C		T and BT are
universal amplitudes of the bulk three-point function
		T 	bulk and the two-point function TklTmn	bulk. For ex-
plicit definitions see Eqs. 2.39, 2.17, and A9 of Ref. 17.
There are also terms proportional to 	0,0 and 2	0,0 on
the right hand side of 2.8, but their contribution to I and
N is smaller by a factor of s / lx−1 than the contribution
from 2.7 and they do not contribute to N.
Inserting 2.4–2.8 in 2.2 and comparing with 2.1,
one finds for the needle
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I,N → J
 s2
x−1 l
2
−1
1
dx−1
1, 12
 l2
2
2
2.9
and
N → K
 l2
d
 sl 
2x−1C		T
BT

−1
1
d1
−1
1
d212x−11 − 2d−2x.
2.10
III. IDEAL POLYMERS INTERACTING
WITH ELLIPSOIDS AND CYLINDERS
An ideal chain without self-avoidance corresponds to a
field theory without anharmonicities. The n-component field
theory decouples into n independent one-component Gauss-
ian models, the scaling dimension x=m=d−2, and the am-
plitudes I, N, and N and J and K are independent of n. We
consider the partition function ZL ;r ,r of a polymer with
the two ends fixed at r and r, its Laplace transform

0


dL exp− LtZL;r,r = Gt;r,r  	 , 3.1
which is the propagator of the one-component Gaussian
model with Hamiltonian H=dr2+ t2 /2 and
Dirichlet3,4 boundary conditions =0 on the surface of em-
bedded particles, and the density profile of polymer ends
EL,r = drZL;r,r . 3.2
Here we have used the notation =rr, and L
=Rx2 /2 characterizes the molecular weight of the polymer
chain. The partition function and end density obey3,4 the
equations
r − tGt;r,r = − r − r 3.3
and
r − LEL,r = 0. 3.4
We consider the polymer system in d dimensions with a
single embedded ellipsoid or cylinder. The space perpendicu-
lar to the particle axes is thus d−1 dimensional. As men-
tioned in the Introduction our main focus is6,8 on d3,
where x−1=d−3 is positive and the cylinder expansion
2.2 makes sense. We shall discuss, in particular,
er = EL,rL=
 3.5
and
gr,r = Gt;r,rt=0 3.6
which obey e=0 and g=−r−r. The results allow us
to test the expansions 2.1 and 2.2 and yield the relations
2.9 and 2.10 for the needle geometry. The ideal chain
universal amplitudes I, N, and N that we calculate for ar-
bitrary aspect ratio s / l and d can be used as the starting point
in an =4−d expansion of self-avoiding chain properties.
A. Prolate ellipsoid
Consider a prolate ellipsoid in a d-dimensional space r
= r ,r with center at the origin, where r and r are the
components of r parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry
axis. Using the notation r=r, we introduce elliptic coor-
dinates
2f = r+ + r−, 2f = r+ − r−, 3.7
where
2f = l2 − s2, r± = r ± f2 + r2 , 3.8
so that
r = f, r = f2 − 11 − 2 . 3.9
Keeping 1 constant defines in the r ,r0 half plane a
half ellipse with diameters l=2f and s=2f2−1, where 
varies on the ellipse from =−1 for r0, r=0 via =0
for r=0 to =1 for r0, r=0. Thus the half plane corre-
sponds to 1
, −11. Points on the particle sur-
face are determined by =0, where
0 = 1/1 − s/l2, 3.10
since l0 = l, s0 =s. The interior and exterior of the particle
correspond to 10 and 0, respectively.
When acting on the propagator in 3.6
gr,r = g˜r,r;r,r ;c = gˆ,;,;c , 3.11
where
c  cos  = rr /rr  , 3.12
the Laplacian reads
r = r
2 + r
2 +
d − 2
r
r +
1
r
2 C
=
1
f22 − 22 − 12 + d − 1 + 12 − 1C
− 2 − 12 + d − 1 + 12 − 1C , 3.13
where
C = 1 − c2c2 − d − 2cc. 3.14
When acting on the end density
er = e˜r,r = eˆ , 3.15
only the  derivatives in the Laplacian 3.13 contribute, and
e=0 implies that 2−1d−1/2eˆ vanishes, so that
eˆ = 1 − /0 , 3.16
where
 = 



d2 − 1−d−1/2. 3.17
Expanding 3.16 for small particle size and comparing with
the operator expansion 2.1 yield
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I = 2fd−2 1
d − 20
3.18
and the relation
N = d/2
d − 124−dd/2
N + 1
2d
f2I , 3.19
as we show in Appendix A. There we also evaluate the
propagator g. Its small particle expansion is consistent with
3.18 and 3.19 and yields
N = 
d/2
dd/2
fd 1
0
−
1
0
−
1
0
 , 3.20
where
 = 



d−22 − 1−d−1/2,
3.21
 = 



d2 − 1−d+1/2.
For nearly spherical prolate ellipsoids, where f l, 0
1, the above expressions for I, N, and N are consistent
with the results of first order in l−s / l given in Eqs. 3.27,
3.29, and 3.30 of Ref. 10. In the needle limit where f
→ l /2 and 0→1, the above expressions yield the new re-
sults
I → d − 3
d − 2
lsd−3 3.22
and
N → 1
8d
d − 3
d − 2
l3sd−3, 3.23
valid for 3d, and
N → 
4 
d−1/21
d
d − 32
d − 2

5 − d2 l6−ds2d−3, 3.24
for 3d5. For more details see the end of Appendix A.
B. Cylinder
Here we calculate the universal amplitudes J and K of
the cylinder for ideal polymers and show that the relations
2.9 and 2.10 between needle and cylinder amplitudes are
indeed fulfilled.
The parallel Fourier transform P of the cylinder-induced
propagator is given by5
Pp;r,r   
−



dreipr−r	cyl − 	bulk
= − 
=0

 1
2d−1/2
aC
c

1
rr 

KaprKapr 
IapR
KapR
,
3.25
where  is a non-negative integer, = d−3 /2, a=+, the
C

are Gegenbauer polynomials, c is from 3.12, and I and
K are modified Bessel functions. The contributions of order
R2 and R4 both arise from =0 and must have the form
PR2 + PR4 = 
−



dreipr−r
 · − R2J
−



dr1	r1,0 − R4K

−



dr1
−



dr2	r1,0	r2,0
bulk
3.26
because of 2.2. Using the Fourier transform of the bulk
propagator,
Pbp;r,r   
−



dreipr−r	bulk
=
1
2d−1/2
 pr − r 

Kpr − r  ,
3.27
and relating 	 to 2 as below A18, one finds that 3.25
and 3.26 are consistent, provided
J =
1

2d−2
d − 2/2
d − 3/2
, K = −
1
2
J2. 3.28
Here the factor Pbp ;0 ,0 in the Wick factorization of
PR4 is obtained for d3 by analytic continuation from
d3. We check in Appendix B that 		cyl is also reproduced
by 2.2 and 3.28.
The Gaussian expressions 3.22–3.24 for the needle
amplitudes I, N, and N and 3.28 for the cylinder ampli-
tudes J and K are consistent with the general needle-cylinder
relations 2.9 and 2.10. To check 2.10 one uses that18
C		T
BT
= − 25−2dd/2
1
d − 2/2
3.29
and

−1
1
d1
−1
1
d21 − 1
21 − 2
2d−3/21 − 24−d
=
4
dd/2
d − 12 2
5 − d2  . 3.30
C. Stress tensor weight for the needle in d>5
For a needle interacting with ideal polymers in d5, Eq.
3.20 and the observations at the end of Appendix A yield
N → 4
4 
d/2 1
dd/2
1
d − 5
lsd−1 3.31
for the stress tensor weight, which should be compared with
the result 3.24 for 3d5. While N is positive in both
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cases, the d dependence of the amplitudes and the power
laws in l and s are different.
Again this can be understood in terms of cylinder prop-
erties. In addition to the second and higher powers of dr	
there is also a term19
− S
−



drT r,0 3.32
on the right hand side of the cylinder expansion 2.2. Since
S→S Rd−1, with a universal amplitude S, it contributes
S
 s2
d−1 l
2
d + 1/2
d + 2/2
3.33
to the coefficient N in the needle expansion 2.1. Here the
factor following l /2 equals 
−1
1 dd−1 with  from
2.6.
The contribution 3.33 to N arising from drT  should
be compared with the corresponding contribution 2.10 aris-
ing from dr	2. For the Gaussian model of ideal polymers
and a thin needle with s→0, the former and latter dominate
for d5 and d5, since d−12x−1 and 2x−1d
−1, respectively. In Appendix B we calculate the amplitude S
and show that 3.33 implies 3.31.
IV. SELF-AVOIDING POLYMERS AND EFFECTIVE
NEEDLE-WALL INTERACTION
The polymer-induced effective interaction between an
ellipsoid and a wall has been discussed in Ref. 10. Here we
concentrate on a dilute polymer solution and on distances z
between particle and wall that are much smaller than the
polymer size Rx. In the corresponding parameter range
s  l  z  Rx 4.1
for a small needle, the leading free energy of interaction
Fiso = p0
A
2m
− Rx1/ + Bz1/I , 4.2
with I→ Ilsm−1, is isotropic, while the orientation-dependent
interaction is the sum of the two power law contributions20
Fori = p0cos 2
d
d − 1
N 4.3
and
Fori = p0cos 
2 A
2m
B
1


1

− 1z1/−2N 4.4
arising from the N and N terms in Eq. 2.1 with N
→Nlds / l2m−1 and N→Nl3sm−1. Here I, N, and N are
needle amplitudes determined by Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 with
x→m,  is the angle between the axis of the needle and the
surface normal of the wall, and A and B are the amplitudes3
in the free energy p0ARsphere
m Rx1/ it costs to insert a sphere21
with small radius Rsphere in the unbounded polymer solution
and in the asymptotic form Bz /Rx1/ of the bulk-
normalized polymer-density profile close to the planar
boundary wall of the half space without a particle. The uni-
versal amplitudes A,B, I, N, and N and the factor 1/−1
are all positive. Thus Fori and Fori both tend to align the
particle parallel to the wall.
For ideal chains with 1/=2 and m=d−2, the z depen-
dence in 4.4 drops out and N /N is small for s / l
sufficiently22 small. Then Fori dominates in the whole range
4.1.
Things are more involved for self-avoiding chains in d
=3, where the ratio Fori /Fori is proportional to sz / l20.30
since m−1=2− 1/=0.30. Thus in the range 4.1 both
power laws Fori and Fori contribute to the orientational
behavior, in general. In the subranges with l /zs / l and
s / l l /z, the dominant orientational behavior comes from
Fori and Fori , respectively.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied the interaction between long flexible
polymers and nonspherical colloidal particles in the form of
ellipsoids, cylinders, and needles. We consider the so-called
protein or nanoparticle limit where the sizes of ellipsoids and
needles and the diameter of the cylinder are mesoscopic but
small compared to the polymer size Rx and where the inter-
action can be described by field theoretic operator
expansions3,5 such as 2.1 and 2.2 in Sec. II. These are
similar to multipole expansions in electrostatics and involve
polymer-colloid interaction strengths that depend on the par-
ticle size and shape. We augment previous studies3,5,10 of
anisotropic particles by considering needles and cylinders
interacting with polymers in a good solvent.
In particular, we show that the orientation-dependent ef-
fective interaction induced by polymers between a thin
needle and a wall is determined by the interaction of the
polymers with a single cylinder. This follows from the exact
relations 2.9 and 2.10 between the polymer-colloid inter-
action strengths for needles and cylinders that are derived by
comparing the corresponding operator expansions. We use
the cylinder expansion in 2.2 and 3.32, which is extended
beyond the leading order of Ref. 5, and interpret it in a local
way. For the needle of width s and length l with s l, the
relations allow us to predict not only the power law expo-
nents in s and l of the leading isotropic and anisotropic in-
teractions but also their universal amplitudes from properties
of the cylinder.
There are two anisotropic polymer-colloid interactions,
with strengths N and N, in 2.1. Both are important if the
colloid is a thin needle. To illustrate this we consider in Sec.
IV needle-wall distances z large compared to l but small
compared to the polymer size Rx, for which the orientation-
dependent part of the effective particle-wall interaction free
energy F is independent10 of Rx, and show that for self-
avoiding polymers in d=3 it is a sum of the two power laws
s0.60l2.40z0 and s0.30l3z−0.30 which arise from N and N and
are given in Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 with their universal ampli-
tudes included. The first and second power laws both orient
the needle parallel to the wall and dominate in the subranges
of 4.1 with l /zs / l and s / l l /z, respectively.
The above result for the needle should be compared with
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the corresponding result10 for a thin circular disk of diameter
l which is also oriented parallel to the wall. The latter is
independent of the width of the disk and given by the
single23 term l3z0 in the entire range lzRx.
To confirm the reasoning leading to the fundamental re-
lations 2.9 and 2.10, we check them in Sec. III for the
case of ideal chains, i.e., for the Gaussian model. Here we
consider d3, since both self-avoiding chains in d=3 and
ideal chains in d3 show power law behavior6 in the cylin-
der radius R.
The peculiar change of the stress tensor amplitude N in
3.20 for the thin needle from the form 3.24 for 3d
5 to 3.31 for d5 can be traced back to the cylinder
operator expansion 2.2. The K and S terms in 2.2 and
3.32 both contribute to T  in the needle expansion 2.1,
but there is a crossing of the R exponents 2m−1=2d−3
and d−1 of K and S at d=5.
The new ideal chain expressions in Sec. III and Appen-
dix A provide a starting point for perturbative expansions
about the upper critical dimension d=4 of polymer-ellipsoid
interaction strengths for self-avoiding chains. The corre-
sponding expansions for the cylinder strength J in 2.2 and
the expressions in 2.9 for the needle strengths I and N are
determined by the  expansion of the related15 universal am-
plitudes Ad,d given in Eq. B8 of the second article in Ref.
5. It would be interesting to generalize the method in Appen-
dix B of the above article in order to check the power law
R2x−1 in 2.2 and to calculate the  expansion of K, which
enters the expression 2.10 for the needle strength N.
The known3 logarithmic behavior of the needle ampli-
tudes for ideal polymers in d=3 is also contained in the
expressions 3.18–3.20, as shown near the end of Appen-
dix A.
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APPENDIX A: PROPAGATOR FOR AN ELLIPSOIDAL
PARTICLE
The Gaussian propagator outside a prolate ellipsoid in d
spatial dimensions and with Dirichlet boundary conditions
follows from Eqs. 3.3, 3.6, 3.11, 3.13, and 3.14 by
means of standard arguments24 and is given by
gˆ,;,;c = f2−d 
,=0


A,CcS,S,
 R,1 minR,
max
−
R,
1 0
R,

0
R,

R,

 . A1
Here  and  are independent non-negative integers, 
equals d−3 /2, the C

are Gegenbauer polynomials as in
Eq. 3.25, min and max denote the smaller and larger of 
and , and
S, = 1 − 2/2C
b ,
A2
R,
1  = 2 − 1/2C
b ,
where
b =  + d/2 − 1. A3
Both R1 and R
 satisfy the differential equation25
2 − 12 + d − 1 −  + d − 32 − 1
−  +  +  + d − 2R, = 0. A4
While the solution R1 remains finite for ↘1, the solution
R
 decays for large  and diverges26 for ↘1 as
R,

  −++d−2, − 1−+d−3/2,  → 
,1 .
A5
For later use we note the special cases
R0,0
1 = 1, R1,0
1 = 2 − 1, R0,11 = d − 2 ,
A6
and
R0,0

 =  ,
A7
R1,0

 = 2 − 1, R0,1
 =

d − 2
 ,
where , , and  are the integrals defined in Eqs. 3.17 and
3.21. For convenience the constant prefactors in R
 have
been chosen so that w0,0=w1,0=w0,1=1. Here
w, = 2 − 1d−1/2R,
1 R,


− R,
1 R,

 A8
is independent of  and related to the Wronskian of A4.
Finally, the amplitudes in A1 are
A, = C1/d−2hhbw, , A9
where D=2D/2 /D /2 is the surface area of the sphere in
D spatial dimensions with radius 1, and the
hj
 
=
2
j!
2−2 j + 2 
j +   2 A10
are coefficients appearing in the orthogonality relations

−1
1
dc1 − c2−1/2C
cC
c = ,h
 A11
and

−1
1
d1 − 2S,S, = ,h
b
. A12
The first and second terms in the braces of A1 corre-
spond to the bulk and ellipsoid-induced parts, respectively, of
the propagator g=gbulk+gind.
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We now evaluate the amplitudes I, N, and N by ex-
panding gr ,r and er for particle sizes much smaller27
than r and r. In this case fr ,r, and
 → rf 
1 + f
2r
2
2r4
+ ¯  A13
becomes large, while
 → r
r
1 + ¯  A14
is independent of f in leading order.
The contributions to gind up to order fd are contained in
the terms  ,= 0,0, 1,0, and 0,1, see A5 and A13,
and are given by
gind0,0 → −
S˜d
0
fd−2
rrd−2
 1d − 2 + f22 − 1d
 1r2 + 1r2 + U
A15
and
gind1,0, gind0,1 → −
fd
rrd−1
S˜d
d − 2
d
 1
0

 rr
rr
− V, 1
0
V ,
A16
with the amplitude S˜d=d−2 /2 / 4d/2 in the Gaussian
bulk propagator 	bulk=S˜dr−r2−d and the spatially aniso-
tropic expressions
U =
r
2
r4
+
r
2
r4
, V =
rr
rr
. A17
The bracket on the right hand side of A16 equals
rr / rr and comes from c1−21−2 in gind1,0 on
using 3.12 and A14.
Identifying the contribution in A15 of order fd−2 with
− I	0	bulk = − I22−dS˜drr2−d A18
leads to the result 3.18. Here we have used the operator
expansion 2.1 and the definition of 	 below 2.2, with
A=23/2−d and − /B1/2=2 / 2S˜d in the one-component
Gaussian model, see Sec. III B of Ref. 17.
The sum of the anisotropic U and V terms in A15 and
A16 is to be identified with the anisotropic contribution in
− NT 0	bulk − N2	0	bulk, A19
where the bulk three-point functions are given, e.g., in Sec.
III B and Appendixes A and C of18 Ref. 17. Substituting in
A15 and A16 the relations
U =
1
2d − 1
! −  + iso,
A20
V =
rr
4d − 1d − 2
d + d − 2! + iso,
where “iso” denotes spatially isotropic contributions and
 = T 0	bulk
2
S˜d
2
d − 1
dd − 2
rrd−2,
A21
! = 2	0	bulk
2d−2
d − 2S˜d
rrd−2,
and comparing with A19 lead to the results 3.19 and
3.20.
It is instructive to confirm that the leading isotropic and
anisotropic behavior
er − 1iso,eraniso = −
1
0
 1d − 2
 frd−2, r22r2
 frd
A22
of the end density er of ideal chains in 3.15 and 3.16 is
also reproduced by the operator expansion 2.1 with the
amplitudes I, N, and N obtained above. This is equivalent
to confirming that
er − 1iso,eraniso
= − limL→
 Lt→L drIOI	bulk,
VIIOVII	bulk,anisot0, A23
where Lt→L is the inverse of the Laplace transform in 3.1.
Here the operator terms in 2.1,
I	,NT  + N2	 = IOI,VIOVI + VIIOVII + iso ,
A24
have been expressed in terms of the operators
OI,OVI,OVII = 2,2,2/2 A25
introduced in Ref. 3 and the corresponding amplitudes
I = I22−d/S˜d A26
and
VI = Nd/d − 1 + N23−d/S˜d,
A27
VII = − Nd − 2/d − 1 + N23−d/S˜d.
This is convenient since OVI does not contribute to the inte-
gral over r in A23.
With Wick’s theorem and
 drr	bulkt0 = 1/t , A28
the right hand side of A23 becomes
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− Ir	bulk,VII/2r2	bulk,anisot=0, A29
since for large L only t=0 survives. Substituting
r	bulkt=0=S˜d /rd−2 in A29 confirms Eq. A23 pro-
vided that
VII = f2I/d , A30
which is in agreement with 3.19.
The amplitudes I, N, and N for a needle follow from
Eqs. 3.18–3.20 as 0−1→ s / l2 /2 becomes small. In
3.20 the leading contributions of 1 / and 1/ cancel in the
difference, and it is convenient to write it as 1 /−1/
= / − with =−. For 2d5, →5
−d /2d−2 /2 / tends to a constant, while 
→ s / l−d−5 / d−5 for d5. The term −1/→−s / ld−1d
−1 in 3.20 can be neglected for 2d5 but is of the
same order as 1 /−1/ for d5. For d3, where 
→ s / l−d−3 / d−3, this leads to the results 3.24 and
3.31 for N.
For d=3, where =1 and →, with =ln2l /s, one
obtains 1/−1/→1/ −1 and N→ l3 / 12−1.
This and the corresponding results I→ l / and N→ l31
+1/ 4−1 / 24, which follow from 3.18 and 3.19,
are consistent with A27 and A30 and the results VI
→ l3 / 6−1 and VII→ l3 / 6 in the first article in
Ref. 8. Note that VI/VII−1→1/ −1 reduces to the ex-
pression given in Eq. 195 of Ref. 3 only for 1.
APPENDIX B: STRESS TENSOR AND ENERGY
DENSITIES OUTSIDE A CYLINDER
Here we evaluate the amplitude S in the term 3.32 of
the operator-integral expansion 2.2 for the cylinder by cal-
culating the contribution of order Rd−1 to the stress tensor
density profile Tkl	cyl outside the cylinder and comparing
with the corresponding prediction
Tklr	cylRd−1 = − SRd−1
−



dr1
Tklr,rT r1,0	bulk B1
of 3.32. Apart from B1 we also expect from the expan-
sion 2.2 a contribution of order R2x−1 to Tkl	cyl but none28
of order Rx−1. The contribution of order Ry to Tkl	cyl has the
form
Tklr	cylRy = ay
Ry
r
d+y Mkl
yr , B2
where
Mkl
yr = y + 2kl − dy + d − ykl − y + d
rkrl
r
2 .
B3
This follows from the translation and rotation symmetries of
the cylinder and from the scaling dimension d, the vanishing
trace, and the continuity equation of the stress tensor. For y
=d−1,
ad−1 = SBT
d − 1/2
d + 2
B4
is related to S in Eq. B1 as follows from the known form of
the bulk two-point function of T which contains a universal
amplitude BT, see, e.g., Eq. 2.17 in Ref. 17.
For the Gaussian model the left hand side of B1 can be
calculated directly from the contribution
Pr − r;r,r Rd−1  	cylRd−1 = −
1
2d−1/2
1
rr 

0

 dp

cospr − r

 pR2 
d−1 4
 + 1 22 − 1KprKpr  + rrrr K+1prK+1pr  B5
of order Rd−1 of the propagator in 3.25 and the explicit
form of the stress tensor with29 canonical and improvement
term.
A convenient way to calculate ad−1 and S is via the com-
bination of matrix elements,
T r,r − Tper perr,r	cyl
= rrPr − r;r,rr→r
− rperrper P0; r˜, r˜ rper,rper →0
+
d − 2
4d − 1
rper
2 P0; r˜, r˜rper→0. B6
Here “per” denotes a Cartesian direction along the unit vec-
tor eper perpendicular to r and the cylinder axis , r˜=r
+eperrper, and r˜ =r+eperrper . The twofold derivative in the
last term equals r
−1d/drP0;r ,r. For the contribution
of order Rd−1, P in B6 is given by the expression in B5. In
the mixed derivative rperrper P only the term

rperrper r˜r˜r˜r˜ rper,rper →0 =
1
r
2 B7
survives, since rperr˜ vanishes for rper→0. After the evalu-
ation of the p integrals,30 the three terms on the right hand
side of B6 are given by
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ad−1Rd−1/r
2d−1− 85 − 364 − 443 + 62
+ 37 + 15, 84 + 243 + 82 − 24 − 16,
85 + 284 + 203 − 182 − 23 − 6 , B8
where
ad−1 =
d/22d − 1/2
2d/2d + 1/2dd + 1d − 1d − 5
. B9
The sum of the terms in the braces of B8 equals −d2−d
+1, which is the prefactor of kl in B3 for y=d−1, and
thus B8 is consistent with B2 and B6. The amplitude S
follows from B4 and B9 with the Gaussian17 value BT
= d /22d / 4dd−1, and the expression 3.33 then re-
produces the form 3.31 of the needle coefficient N.
Finally consider the profile of the energy density or 	.
No contribution comes from the T  integral in 3.32. The
contribution of order R2x−1 follows from Eq. 2.2 and the17
form C			r12r13r23−x of the bulk three-point function
	r1	r2	r3	bulk as
	r	cylR2x−1 = − KC			R2x−1r
−3x−2Dx . B10
Here
Dx = 221−x1 − x/23x/2 − 1
x − 1/2/x/22x B11
for x1 is the analytic continuation from 2/3x1 of

−



d"1
−



d"2"1 − "2−x1 + "1
21 + "2
2−x/2. B12
For the Gaussian model where K is given in 3.28, C			
=232−d, and 	 is related to 2 as below A18, Eqs. B10
and B11 are consistent with the expression of order R4 for
2r	cyl that follows from the propagator 	cyl in 3.25 as
r→r.
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Since for ↘1 and d3,  tends to 4/ d−3−1d−3/2, the end
density er becomes 1− R /rd−2, where d=d−1. Thus for a cylinder
in d dimensions the r dependence of e is the same as the r dependence
for a sphere in d−1 dimensions. This is expected since the ideal chain
partition function factors into contributions perpendicular and parallel to
the cylinder axis.
28 At the critical point the bulk two-point function Tkl		bulk vanishes while
the three-point function Tkl	r1	r2	bulk is nonvanishing.
29 See L. S. Brown, Ann. Phys. N.Y. 126, 135 1980 or Eqs. 1.15 in E.
Eisenriegler, M. Krech, and S. Dietrich, Phys. Rev. B 53, 14377 1996.
30 The integrals on the right hand side of B6 on substituting B5 are all of
the type 6.576.4 in Gradsteyn and Ryshik.
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